School of Medicine
Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio

NEW LABORATORIES AND HOSPITALS
RESTRICTED CLASSES
THOROUGH INSTRUCTION
LARGE CLINICAL FACILITIES
HIGH STANDARD OF SCHOLARSHIP

Admission confined to students having academic degrees and to Seniors in Absentia.

For information address:
THE REGISTRAR
2109 Adelbert Rd. CLEVELAND

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

The School of Medicine is an Integral Part of the University and is in the Closest Affiliation with the Johns Hopkins Hospital.

ADMISSION
Candidates for admission must be graduates of approved colleges or scientific schools with two years' instruction, including laboratory work, in chemistry, and one year each in physics and biology, together with evidence of a reading knowledge of French and German.

Each class is limited to a maximum of 75 students, men and women being admitted on the same terms. Applications may be sent any time during the academic year but not later than June 15th.

If vacancies occur, students from other institutions desiring advanced standing may be admitted to the second or third year provided they fulfill the requirements and present exceptional qualifications.

INSTRUCTION
The academic year begins the Tuesday nearest October 1, and closes the second Tuesday in June. The course of instruction occupies four years and special emphasis is laid upon practical work in the laboratories, in the wards of the Hospital and in the dispensary.

TUTION
The charge for tuition is $400 per annum, payable in two installments. There are no extra fees except for certain expensive supplies, and laboratory breakage.

Inquiries should be addressed to the Executive Secretary of the School of Medicine, Johns Hopkins University, Washington and Monument Sts., Baltimore, Md.

Graduates in Medicine who satisfy the requirements of the heads of the departments in which they desire to work are accepted as students for a period not less than three quarters. Tuition charge is $300 a quarter.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
ORGANIZED IN 1873

ANNOUNCEMENT

may be obtained by application to

THE REGISTRAR
80 East Concord Street
Boston Massachusetts

School of Medicine and Dentistry
THE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER

Medical School, Strong Memorial Hospital, School of Nursing and Out-Patient Department of the University of Rochester and the Municipal Hospital of the City of Rochester, all under one roof. Medical, Surgical, Obstetric, Pediatric, Contagious and Neurological patients admitted. Unusual opportunities for school and hospital cooperation in medical and dental teaching.

Admission

Medical and dental candidates must have completed three years of college work with special requirements in chemistry, physics and biology. The entering class will not exceed 40, men and women being admitted on equal terms.

Tuition

Charge for tuition will be $300 per annum, payable in equal installments at the beginning of each semester.

For information address

THE DEAN
School of Medicine and Dentistry
Crittenden Station, Rochester, N. Y.
The Macmillan Company, New York

**Biology of the Vertebrates.** Herbert E. Walter. pp. xxx + 788. $5.00.

Twenty years of teaching experience have gone into the composition of this work. It will assist medical students to lay a firm biological foundation for their later studies and will also give the ordinary reader an understanding of the human mechanism.

**Lea and Febiger, Philadelphia**

**Elements of Physiology.** Ernest G. Martin and Frank W. Weymouth. pp. xvi + 784. 133 illustrations. $8.00.

The subject is presented by the development of two key-principles; first that living protoplasm is a system of molecules and ions, and second, that every protoplasmic cell is inherently a self-sustaining system.

**Alfred A. Knopf, Incorporated, New York**

**A Shorter Physical Geography.** Emmanuel de Martonne. Translated from the French by E. D. Laborde. pp. xii + 338. 100 diag. and maps. $4.00. Written by de Martonne, one of the leading exponents of physical geography, this is an authoritative textbook and should be of value in American schools. The writer's method is strictly synthetic and consists of building up geographical principles through the examination of typical regions.

**The Philosophical Institute of Canterbury, Canterbury, New Zealand**


The book commemorates the seventy-fifth anniversary of the founding of the province of Canterbury. It includes short biographies of its leading men of science who have died, and the progress of scientific investigation within the province, as well as the various phases of its natural history.

**D. C. Heath and Company, New York**

**Economics of Farm Organization and Management.** C. L. Holmes. pp. xvi + 432. $5.80.

Designed to supply basic material for the introductory agricultural college course in farm management, with or without supplementary laboratory or demonstration material. The book treats of the underlying principles of farm economics rather than specific problems in farming.

**E. P. Dutton and Company, New York**

**Spherical Harmonics.** T. M. MacRobert. pp. xii + 302. $4.50.

This is a text-book on the elements of the theory of spherical harmonics, with applications to mathematical physics. There are also chapters on Bessel functions and Fourier series.

**Professor**

Your manuscript or notes can be published by the photographic-zinc-plate process. We print on both sides of a page, reduce to desired size and bind in book form. Write for our booklet and prices.

**SHELWOOD—HILL, Inc., 50 Church St., N. Y. C.**

---

**Marine Biological Laboratory**

**Woods Hole, Mass.**

**INVESTIGATION**

**Entire Year**

Facilities for research in Zoology, Embryology, Physiology, and Botany. Fifty-two private laboratories $100 each and ninety-four private laboratories $200 each for not over three months. Fifty-six tables are available for beginners in research who desire to work under the direction of members of the staff. The fee for such a table is $50.00. Courses of laboratory instruction with lectures are offered in Invertebrate Zoology, Protozoology, Embryology, Physiology, and Morphology and Taxonomy of the algea. Each course requires the full time of the student. Fee, $75.00. The annual announcement will be sent on application to The Director, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Mass.

**SUPPLY DEPARTMENT**

Open the Entire Year

**Biomaterials**

For the classroom, museum or collector.

Look for the sign of the Limulus. As the Limulus represents the test of time, we feel from the business growth that our supplies have also stood the test of years.

**SEND FOR CATALOGUE**

No. I. Zoological and Embryological material. Life Histories and Habitat Groups.

No. II. Botanical material.

No. III. Microscope Slides.

Address all correspondence regarding material and catalogues to:

**Supply Department**

**GEO. M. GRAY,**

Curator, Woods Hole, Mass.

---

**Wanted**

at the

**Calcutta School of Tropical Medicine**

a wholetime Research Worker for research work on infectious diseases of the bowels with special reference to industrial areas.

Salary and allowance Rs 1750/- rising by annual increments of Rs 50/- to a maximum of Rs 2000/-. The period of the appointment will be three years with a possibility of extension. The agreement will be terminable on three months' notice on either side. One month's leave on full pay yearly. First class passage to India. Applications will be received by the Director, Calcutta School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, Calcutta. Any one who intends to apply may obtain information as to condition of life and work in Calcutta from Professor Asa C. Chandler, Rice Institute, Texas.

---

**Hy-Speed Mixers**

Clamp to any tank, operate from light circuits, mix all kinds of liquids. Also used for even temperature baths. Thousands in use.

Write for circular.

**ALBOP ENGINEERING CO.**

47 W. 63rd St., New York
Your Laboratory Ally

In *PYREX* Laboratory Glassware you have apparatus—unyielding to heat—indifferent to abrupt changes from hot to cold or from cold to hot—immune to the attack of the usual reagents—and ruggedly able to withstand constant and hurried handling. Apparatus that will leave you free to work, unhampered by constant breakage.

No wonder *PYREX* Laboratory Glassware has won the confidence and appreciation of chemists throughout the world. It is the one make of glassware upon which they can depend.


A remarkably low coefficient of expansion enables it to resist high temperatures and sudden cooling. It has great chemical stability. Its walls are heavier than any other make of laboratory glassware. Each piece is thoroughly tempered.

Equip your laboratory throughout with *PYREX* Glassware. There is a piece and size for every need.

*CORNING GLASS WORKS*
Industrial & Laboratory Division
Corning, New York
New York Office: 501 Fifth Avenue
Largest Makers of Technical Glassware in the World